Notions of ‘impact’ are political fallacies compounded by personal vanities. Any real influences our efforts may have, are not restricted to individuals – but complex, collective and relational. People I've learned a lot from (and owe much to) include the following teachers and direct collaborators:

Dinesh Abrol          Antony Froggatt          Gordon Mackerron          Jon Seal
Michael Antoniou      Silvio Funtowicz       Caitriona McLeish         Esha Shah
Bill Arkin            Ken Gadd               Phil MacNaughten          Michelle Sheather
Elisa Arond           Nick Gallie            Fiona Marshall           Peter Simmonds
Saurabh Arora         David Gee              Jamie Matthews           Jim Skea
Shimon Awerbuch       Frank Geels            Sue Mayer                Adrian Smith
                             Susan George           Mariana Mazzucato         Clive Spash
Alan Barnard          Robin Grove-White      David McTaggart          Matthew Spencer
Peter Barnes           Dave Guston            Lyla Mehta               David Spiegelhalter
Alice Bell             Hans Guyt               Roger Mercer            Sigrid Stagl
Martin Bell            Andy Hart              Clark Miller            Kristina Staley
Walden Bello           Sue Hartley            Erik Millstone          Ed Steinmueller
Frans Berkhout        Peter Healey            Catherine Mitchell      Isabelle Stengers
Simon Bottle           Mike Herd               Molly Morgan            Jack Stilgo
Jacquie Burgess        Julie Hill             Peter Morris            Jon Stirling
Tom Burke              Pete Hossent          Claudia Neubauer        Teresa Stockelova
Simon Burrall          Mike Hulme              Peter Newell            Thomas Sundqvist
Shaun Burnie           Andrew Hunter          Paul Nightingale        William Sutherland
Rob Byrne              Alan Irwin              Per Olsson              Tatsujiro Suzuki
Rose Cairns            Roland Jackson         Susan Owens             Bronislaw Szerszynski
Michel Callon          Tim Jackson            Chris Palk              Mariachiara Tallachini
Toby Champion           Mike Jacobs            Remi Parmentier         Steve Thomas
Jason Chivers           Carlo Jaeger          Caetano Penna           John Thompson
Tommaso Ciarli         Sheila Jasanoff         Justin Pickard          Joel Tickner
Josie Coburn           Topsy Jewell           Caroline Pickering      Bruno Turnheim
Jane Cowan             Rebecca Johnson         Ismael Rafols           Sybille van der Hove
Michael Davidson       Phil Johnstone         Jerry Ravetz            Paddy van Zwanenberg
Gail Davies            Clare Jones            Steve Rayner            Derek Valentine
Nicole Dewandre        Pierre-Benoit Joly      Stephen Reid            Shiv Visnavathan
Yusuf Dirie            Mary Kaldor            Ortvin Renn              Jan-Peter Voss
Paul Dorfman           Rene Kemp              James Revill            Ellen Vos
Rob Doubleday          Florian Kern            Arie Rip                Tom Wakeford
Tony Downman           Stefan Kuhlmann         Julian Perry-Robinson  Helen Wallace
Cornelia Durrant       Elaine Lawrence         Johan Rockstrom         Jim Watson
Rachael Durrant        Melissa Leach           Chris Rose              David Waxman
Malcolm Eames          Yun Jeong Lee            Andy Rowell            Katharine Welle
David Edge             Gerd Leipold            Ahti Salo               Bex White
Adrian Ely             Loet Leydesdorff         Philippe Sands          Fern Wickson
James Fairhead         Tim Lobstein            John Sauven             John Willis
Ulrike Felt             Matthew Lockwood        Steve Sawyer            James Wilsdon
Liz Fisher             Joyce Loring            Johan Schot             Bridget Woodman
Chris Freeman           Gwynne Lyons            Ian Scoones            Brian Wynne
John Frizzell           Malcolm MacGarvin       Alister Scott           Go Yoshizawa

Many others to whom huge debts are also owed, are listed in the bibliographies of various papers.